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In recent years a new generation of reanalyses have been launched (MERRA, ERA-Interim and 11 CFSR). Their skill in simulating Antarctic climate is not yet well known. Some of the important 12 aspirations/improvements are: (i) increased resolution, (ii) improved observational datasets, (iii) 13 more realistic representation of stratospheric dynamics (iv) improved assimilation and bias 14 correction of satellite radiances and (v) improved representations of the hydrological cycle. It is 15 notable that a 4D-Var data assimilation scheme is used in ERA-Interim, which would be 16 expected to incorporate the observational data in a more dynamically consistent way than the 17 3D-Var schemes used in the other reanalyses. More details can be found in the references listed 18 in Table 1 . It should also be noted that MERRA and CFSR share common origins. In particular 19 both the input data and analysis system used for MERRA and CFSR are nearly the same (Saha 20 et al., 2010) . did not have access to the data, which are therefore an independent source of information as 3 they were not assimilated into atmospheric analyses. From a deployment of three CALIBs on 18 4 February one failed shortly after but the other two (ARGOS IDs 21376 and 21388) were 5 successful. Another CALIB was deployed on 25 April (ARGOS ID 21392). However, King 6 (2003) points out that just after the deployment of CALIB 21392 three surface velocity profiling 7 barometers (SVPBs) were deployed approximately 135 km to the north and sent data to the 8 GTS. Therefore the approach of King (2003) is followed by focussing on data from CALIBs 9 21376 and 21388 over the period that they produced reliable data from 18 February through 15 10
March. For more details of the CALIB dataset including a map of buoy locations see King 11 (2003) . 12 13 For comparisons between reanalysis and observations, the CALIB observations made at the 14 model analysis times 00, 06, 12 and 18Z ± 1 hour were selected. A bilinear interpolation was 15 then used to extract MSLP from the gridded reanalyses at the CALIB locations. Where more 16 than one MSLP observation from a given CALIB occurs within 1 hour of one of the analysis 17 times, an average of these observations was used. 18 most of the reanalyses agree well with the CALIB data. However, relatively large differences of 24 ~5-10 hPa occur frequently for the JRA-25 and NNR1 reanalyses. JRA-25 also exhibits a 25 8 dependence on pressure, with larger positive biases for lower pressure, which indicates 1 particular problems with simulating cyclones. Such dependence is not evident for the other 2 reanalyses. The mean bias and variance (standard deviation) of the differences are plotted in 3 Figure 2a shows that in most cases the mean bias is within or very close to the CALIB 4 instrumental error of 1 hPa. The exceptions are the positive mean biases seen in NNR1 5 (CALIBs 21376 and 21388) and JRA-25 (CALIB 21388). The MSLP biases in NNR1 have 6 been well documented in previous studies (e.g. Bromwich and Fogt, 2004; Marshall, 2003) . 7
However, the reason for particularly large differences between JRA-25 and 23188 is not clear. 8
However, comparing the different reanalyses over many years shows distinct year-to-year 9 variations in the relative biases over the Bellingshausen Sea (Figure 3 ). The slightly larger mean 10 bias in JRA-25 compared to the other reanalyses over the period spanned by the CALIB data 11 cannot be taken as representative of the full period since 1979. Indeed it is clear from Figure 3  12 that, apart from NNR1, there is generally good agreement between the reanalyses. 13 
14
The variance about the mean bias shows clearer differences between different reanalyses 15 ( Figure 2 ). ERA-Interim shows the smallest variance, which indicates that it is the most 16 accurate at simulating specific weather events such as cyclones and fronts. ERA-40 shows the 17 next smallest variance, despite having a lower spatial resolution than MERRA and CFSR. This 18 is possibly an indication that ERA-40 makes better use of available observations to constrain the 19 model. NNR1 shows the largest variance . Only ERA-Interim matches the performance of the 20 ECMWF operational model that was the subject of analysis of King (2003) . 21 22 For a short period CALIBs 21376 and 21388 were transmitting simultaneously. Therefore the 23 MSLP gradient between them could be compared with the reanalyses. Figure 2b shows 24 differences between the gradients recorded by the CALIBs and those extracted from reanalysis 25 data. It is difficult to draw robust conclusions from this, since the model-CALIB differences are 26 mainly less than the cumulative instrumental error from the two CALIBs (2 hPa).
1
Results from just one or two months are of course unlikely to be fully representative of the 2 longer-term performance of the reanalysis datasets. For instance the skill can vary with season. 3
There may also be variations across models in their skill at simulating specific weather patterns 4 such as blocking, which can vary in prevalence over a one-month time scale. 5 6 The relative differences between the reanalyses in MSLP estimates over the Amundsen Sea are 7 very similar to those seen over the Bellingshausen Sea (Figure 3 ). This shows that the general 8 good agreement between the CALIB data and reanalyses over the Bellinghausen Sea is a good 9 indication of skill over the Amundsen Sea. 10 11
Geostrophic wind climatology and variability

12
There is a distinct seasonal variation of the MSLP pattern over the Amundsen Sea. During most 13 of the year a climatological centre of low pressure (the Amundsen Sea Low) is located towards 14 the Ross Sea. However, during summer the Amundsen Sea Low moves to the east towards the 15 Bellingshausen Sea. Thoma et al. (2008) show that over the Amundsen Sea this gives mainly 16 westerly geostrophic winds for most of the year, with a period of weak easterlies in summer. 17
They use a westerly geostrophic wind index to capture this variability, which is the difference 18 between the mean along two latitudinal arcs at 67.5°S and 72.5°S. Both arcs span the longitude 19 range 100°W to 125°W. The region over which this is defined in indicated in Figure 4a The annual mean climatology of MSLP as estimated from ERA-Interim is shown in Figure 4a . 24
This shows that the long-term mean annual average gives very weak MSLP gradients over the 25 Amundsen Sea. ERA-Interim was chosen due to its greater accuracy compared to the CALIB 1 data. CFSR and MERRA also span the full period from 1979. Climatological differences 2 between ERA-Interim and CFSR over this period are generally small away from land, as 3 demonstrated by Figure 4b . However, the differences do indicate a slightly more positive ∆p AS 8 4 in ERA-Interim compared to CFSR. Almost identical differences were found between ERA-5 Interim and MERRA (not shown). Larger differences become apparent over West Antarctica, 6
but MSLP is not a valid quantity over high elevations. 7
The rather stagnant annual average MSLP gradient is not representative of the majority of Sea has been documented. This is potentially an important factor in affecting the melt rate at the 3 base of ice shelves that flow out from glaciers into the Amundsen Sea (Thoma et al., 2008) . 4 5 There are no long-term in-situ observational records over the Amundsen Sea or the surrounding 6 region. Reanalysis datasets were therefore the main source of meteorological data used in this 7 study. Three new reanalyses (CFSR, ERA-Interim and MERRA) were assessed alongside three 8 more established reanalyses (ERA-40, JRA-25 and NNR1). A comparison with independent 9 mean sea level pressure (MSLP) data from ice drifting buoys (CALIBs) showed that ERA-10
Interim is clearly the most accurate over the neighbouring Bellingshausen Sea, implying that it 11 is also accurate over the Amundsen Sea. Other reanalyses were found to be less accurate (i.e. 12 larger bias variances), but in almost all cases showed mean biases within the CALIB 13 instrumental error. This implies that relative to ERA-Interim the other reanalyses are not as 14 successful at capturing the details of individual weather systems, but with the exception of 15 NNR1 produce a similarly accurate mean state. CFSR, ERA-Interim and MERRA were used for 16 the correlation analysis back to 1979. JRA-25 was not used since it showed a larger bias 17 variance than the other reanalyses and a strong dependence between bias and pressure. 18 19 Strong westerly winds over the Amundsen Sea are associated with a distinct high-pressure ridge 20 that is centred at the same longitude as the Amundsen Sea and just north of 60°S (Figure 7) . 21 This is consistent with the case study of strong westerly winds conducted by Thoma et al. 22 (2008) , which shows a high pressure ridge in the same location in spring 1994. The strong 23 correlation with pressures over the extreme South Pacific is probably the reason for the positive 24 correlation with ENSO (NINO3.4), which is strongest (0.41; p ≤ 0.05) in the spring season. 25 26 Year-to-year correlations between ∆p AS and the SAM are much smaller, but trends in both 1 indices follow the same decadal pattern and seasonal dependence. This indicates that an external 2 underlying factor (or a number of factors) influences the decadal changes in both. Modelling 3 studies show strong evidence that the annual cycle in the SAM trends can be explained by the 4 formation of the ozone hole, the effect of which propagates down from the stratosphere to affect 5 the troposphere in winter and autumn (Thompson and Solomon, 2002) . It is possible that in 6 addition to projecting on the SAM (i.e. increasing the strength of the circumpolar westerly 7 winds over the Southern Ocean), the westerly winds over the Amundsen Sea are also affected 8 by the ozone hole. The wider implication of the positive trends in ∆p AS is that there are ongoing 9 changes that act to increase the frequency/severity of intrusions of circumpolar deep water to the 10 inner continental shelf of the Amundsen Sea. Thoma et al. (2008) (ii) each calendar month was normalised by the standard deviation of the year-to-year variability 9
for that month and (iii) a linear detrending was applied. The bold black line shows the contour 10 for a p-value of 0.05. Data from ERA-Interim. 11 
